CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

As a non participant observer, the researcher was conducting this research by the two meetings of teaching speaking activity. Through those class observations, the researcher was able to getting the data needed. Such as: the materials used, the implementation and problem arouse in teaching speaking activity using mind mapping.

A. The Materials

It was pure teaching speaking activity that representing the Standards of Competence 9.1 which covers the expression of Praise and Congratulation. Both of them were involved in a lesson plan of the two meetings.

The following are slides of material that were presented by the two group presenters. Praise was presented by group 5 at the first meeting; the other was Congratulation that was presented by group 6 at the second meeting:

**CONGRATULATION**

- **Group 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Satya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nilam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Aditya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nindya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DEFINITION**: The expression used to tell someone that one is pleased about their good luck or achievement.
CONGRATULATION

- THE USES:
  - To congratulate someone on their:
    - Marriage
    - New job
    - Good exam results
    - New Arrival
    - And so on

MIND MAPPING OF CONGRATULATION

- Thank you very much
- Thanks, I'm so happy
- Thanks a lot
- Well, congratulation Nindya
- Best wishes, mate
- Good on you
- That's right, well done Nindya
- Hi Nindya, congratulation on your winning
- Oh, there's nothing actually

RESPONSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPRESS</th>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nindya: you did a splendid job.</td>
<td>Thanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That's right, well done, Nindya.</td>
<td>Oh, there's nothing actually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nindya: congratulations on your winning on debate contest last week.</td>
<td>Thank you very much</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well, congratulations, Nindya.</td>
<td>That's right, well done, Nindya.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best wishes, mate.</td>
<td>Hi Nindya, congratulation on your winning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah, some more good on you.</td>
<td>That's right, well done, Nindya.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIALOGUE

- Satya: Nindya, you did a splendid job.
- Nindya: That's right, well done, Nindya.
- Nilam: Good morning, guys.
- Satya, Nindya and Nilam: Good morning.
- Adit: Hi Nindya, congratulation for your winning on the debate contest.
- Nindya: Thanks, I'm so happy.
- Satya: Fantastic, not only get a good mark on mathematics competition, but you were also won the debate contest.
- Nilam: Well, congratulation, Nindya.
- Nindya: I hope you can also get good mark on the speaking test next week.
- Adit: I hope so. But, frankly speaking I am not so sure.
- Nindya: Why?
- Nilam: I don't speak English very well.
- Adit and Nilam: Oh, thank you.
- Nindya: Thanks, I'm so happy.
- Satya: Anyway, best wishes Nindya.
- Adit and Nilam: Yeah, some more good on you.
- Nindya: Thank you very much, guys.

PRAISE

- THE DEFINITION:
  - The expression of approval or admiration for someone or something
The group presenters were showing slide by slide orderly. It was starting from the definition, the uses and also the mind mapping chart which was divided by two columns, one for statement and other for responses. It was so helpful to regulating their ideas while deeply explain such expressions related to the material.

Discussion

The material used in the two meeting of X-1 teaching speaking activity was in accordance with the Syllabus and the Lesson Plan. The slides of power point were showed orderly. At the first and second meeting, both group presenters were showing the
brief definition of praise and congratulation. Not only showing it slides for a while, but they were also support that statement by uttering their words directly. The definition of Praise and Congratulation were so necessary to be presented. Besides avoid misunderstanding, it will also makes students quite understand what does Praise and Congratulation mean, and when it proper to be used. There was a bit differentiation between those two presentations. At the first presentation, the group presenter didn’t showing the uses of Praise because there were similarities between the use and the definition itself. It could be seen from their explanation related. (See the mind mapping chart)

Meanwhile, the second presentation of the second meeting was showing the uses of congratulation. They were tried to be more specify by mentioning the examples one by one. Notwithstanding they have same format of presentation. It was proved by the mind mapping of expressions and response that were presented by both of group presenters. The use of mind mapping and the material related were supporting each other. The reasons are, mind mapping have a role to regulating students ideas, so they could find each of expressions then find out the proper responses or vice versa. It is inline with the indicators of the learning (See Lesson Plan and Syllabus) which is said that this lesson aims are makes students able to mention the expression and the responses. Besides it’s also helps them to develop their utterance or give their own further explanation by its simple form. At glance it looks like an outline which covers such brief ideas, then we could back it up with our explanation while presentation, if we need it to be more extend.

Each of expressions and responses were express meaningful utterance in transactional, interpersonal and sustainable dialogue in the context of daily life. Whereas
the dialogue related were activate Based Competence and also the assessment objective of the syllabus.

**B. The Implementation**

The teaching speaking in this class designed to facilitates the students to speak. Besides, the application of mind mapping here was helpful to assist the students in regulating their ideas. This session will quite explain the procedures related to the implementation of mind mapping in X-1 teaching speaking activity based on the class observation result. Among them are the following:

- At pre teaching of second and two meetings, the teacher was conducting three activities namely: greet and check students’ presence, reviewing the previous lesson and also confirm the group presenter.

- At their turn, both of group presenters were presenting their work using LCD power point in front of the class and getting fully attention from others. They were presenting the material which is in line with the learning objective. After present their work, both of group presenters were getting feedback such as: comment, suggestion and questions directly. Members of both group presenters were discussing each other to answering the question and responding to the comment or suggestions. They were able to overcome the questions and so on. although they have a bit problem of grammatical errors and stumble over stand when presenting the material, nevertheless they still able to gives a clear explanation to others Later, the both of group presenter were also pursue a dialogue practicing in front of class.
• Things happened at the post teaching these were: teacher was observing the students’ activity gives the students chances to convey the difficulties they have faced. Then, the teacher was correcting the students’ mistakes; it was also supported by students’ statement on the questionnaire. The teacher also gives rewards to their work especially the group presenter by praising their performance. After that, the teacher reminds the students to prepare themselves for the next meeting.

• Meanwhile, these are students’ action during the teaching and learning process: the students were able to organize their individual opinion effectively, it can be seen on the way they asking questions or shares comment and suggestion to the group presenter and to the teacher. At that time, other was pay attention although they were having a bit problem with grammatical error and stumble over stand. Unfortunately, most of them were not copying the concept of mind mapping to their notes. In addition, the teaching and speaking activity was in accordance with the time allocation, because it was start and ends on time.

Discussion

Based on the class observation result, the teacher conducted all of pre teaching such as greet and check students’ presence, reviewing the previous lesson and also confirm the group presenter. It was necessary to do, because the thoroughly pre teaching will provoke a positive approach which has influence in gaining the good teaching and learning process. If the teacher comes into the classroom in a good, positive mood, planning to deliver an interesting and enjoying lesson, it will
automatically rub off on the students and surely the teacher would get better reaction from them.50

To the students, mind mapping was so helpful to find such number of expressions and responses of both Congratulation and Praise. Then, its brief form also makes easy to remembered and easy to understand. To the group presenter, mind mapping was helping them in regulating their ideas and guiding them in explaining their thought. Besides, makes them get fully attention from other, and easy to utter their ideas when presenting the material. In addition, students teaching students are able to help reinforce higher order thinking and problem solving.51

The two group presenters also present the material which is in line with the learning objectives (See Syllabus and Lesson Plan) both of two group presenter were discussing each other to overcome questions and like, so that the questions were overcame.

On the first meeting, the group presenter got an interesting question related to the use of unbelievable expressions to response praise expressions, but they were able to overcome it. Meanwhile, on the second meeting, the group presenter got questions such: why new arrival included to the use of congratulation, then whether or not congratulation can be applied in advertisement. Ones more, they were able to solve those questions.

The whole students of X-1 knew well the implementation of mind mapping. All of them were gives the same statement in the questionnaires sheet. They were also

50 Cowley, Sue, “How to Survive Your First Year in Teaching”, London, New York: Continuum: Unknown Year, p. 56
interested with this technique because it was simple to be presented and makes the material clearly given to them, easy to be understood. In addition, they said that it was motivate them to utter their ideas in order to support and extend their statement. Furthermore, they were also agreed that the teacher often correcting their mistakes during the teaching and learning process. But the teacher wasn’t dominate the activity in the implementation of mind mapping, there was students chance to be more active there. Anyway most of the students were not copying the concepts into their note, it were also stated on the questionnaires sheet. They said that they were a bit reluctant to copying it because they can get the soft copy of the material by transferring with the group presenter.

Based on the instruments used in this research, the researcher really agrees with the implementation of mind mapping in the teaching speaking. But it will be better if the use of mind mapping can also cover the grammatical learning.

Remembering the previous data related to the way implementation of mind mapping in teaching speaking; (when using white board as medium) and the recent data related to the way implementation of mind mapping in teaching speaking; (when using power point as medium), the researcher are getting some the differentiation between them.

The previous way, was tend to the whole class teaching. Hence, produce more cost efficient and easy to get broad understanding of students’ progress because everyone has to do the same thing at the same time and at the same pace. Notwithstanding, through this way individual students do not have a lot of chances to
shares their own opinion or participate in front the whole class like this. It could be caused by certain factor such as reluctant of it is risk of failure.

Meanwhile, the recent way used group work presentation. It was relatively let the students to have a preparation in select their level of participation than in whole class teaching. Besides, the way students teaching students are able to encourage higher order thinking and problem solving.\textsuperscript{52}

Things to be considered are: both of those ways are facilitating students to speak and provoke students’ involvement, at the previous ways, the teacher act as prompter, whereas at the recent version the teacher acts a controller. In addition, both of those ways, the teacher also act as an observer.

Furthermore, the previous ways provides students to taking notes in order to let the students having the concept with them. Unlikely the recent ways that most of the students are reluctant to taking notes because the presenters provide them by soft copy of the material. Anyway, both of those ways have their own advantages and disadvantages. But so far, it is okay to have teaching speaking using mind mapping through each of those ways.

\textbf{C. The Problems Arouse}

In classes where all, there are problems arise during the teaching and learning process. When conducting this class observation, the researcher also found some common problems appeared.

\textsuperscript{52} Ibid
Through questionnaires distributed, some students were sharing the problems they have faced during the implementation of mind mapping at their learning and teaching speaking activity. They said that they can’t utter some of their ideas (involved comment, question and suggestion).

Other problems that appeared during the class observation were, grammatical errors done by some students. This fact supported by the teacher’s answer of interview session related to the problems arise in the implementation of mind mapping in teaching speaking.

**Discussion**

Related to the questionnaires, some students said that they have a bit problem with the duration; in this case interactive session of presentation or the turn to asking question with others. Those things were makes them could not optimal to shares their ideas and questions. The researcher consider that it is not a big problem because it could be solved after he presentation if the students who unsatisfied with the presentation willing to ask to the teacher in order to get further explanation related to the material.

Meanwhile when the group presenter presents the material through mind mapping they were also have a problem with grammatical error exactly according to the observation result. That case was happened when they were support the written statement using their own words. This situation was supported by the teacher’s explanation at the interview session. She was said that the significant problem she had face during the teaching speaking using mind mapping was grammatical errors mad by students.
Then when the researcher confirms her, what was her act to anticipate that problem, she said that she was anticipating it by try to always correcting her students’ mistakes after the presentation. Absolutely she was observes her students activity before, so that she had a note of grammatical errors mad by students during presentation. Thus, the teacher and students have a chance to evaluating their performance together.

As point of information, this group work presentation using mind mapping was reduce such problems that follows teaching speaking. Such as: inhibition, domination, nothing to say and mother tongue use. First, students are unable to relax and express their feeling naturally. That is we called inhibition. The factors caused this situation are: students are worried about making mistakes, fearful of criticism, or simply shy in getting attention of their speech. But, according to finding above, this situation was automatically reduced by this group work presentation, because the presenters are the students.  

In this activity; group work presentation, students will feel comfort to shares their opinion and evaluating each other performance, both of negative and positive. It more allows students to have a preparation in select their level of participation than in whole class teaching.

According to Ur in a Course in Language Teaching, in spite students are not inhibited, sometimes they are complaining that they cannot find out anything to say and less motive in expressing themselves beyond the guilty feeling that they should be speaking. That situation was not happened in the implementation of teaching speaking

---

in this class, because it was so helpful to regulating students’ ideas and makes them freely develop it deeper.

The domination of some students that caused each one will have only very limit or little time to talk, also become one of several problems in teaching speaking. If this situation occurred, it automatically caused low or uneven participation. That is why the students were informed to share the asking chance with others. Some of them were already realize it.\textsuperscript{55}

Broadly speaking, most of big problems in teaching speaking class were reduced through this technique. But, one significant problem that still follows was grammatical errors, the researcher consider that teacher’s act was already good enough to anticipate it. Anyway, it just need more frequent action to get an optimum result.

\textsuperscript{55} Ur, Penny, “A Course in Language Teaching: Practice and Theory”, opcit, p. 121.